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1.Welcome
Dear Friends,
It is our great pleasure to welcome you to the second GRL2020 Asia in Taipei, Taiwan.
This the third GRL2020 Workshop will build on the progress made at the previous two GRL2020
workshops - GRL2020 US, Redmond, Washington US in 2007; and GRL2020 Europe, Pisa,
Italy in 2008 – in defining a research environment enabling collaborative work across disciplines and geographical boundaries for Digital Libraries with particular emphasis on Asia. The
workshop is co-hosted by Academia Sinica and Microsoft Research.
GRL2020 is pleased to welcome experts from around the world to showcase best practices,
case studies and pioneering work, with the aim of fostering innovative approaches supported
by global research libraries. Focused and lively discussions will offer the possibility of all
participants to play a part in evolving a GRL2020 research agenda and chart a course that
clearly defines next steps.
Position papers from the participants at this event may be found in this booklet which offer
different perspectives on the state of the art of digital libraries today. The outcomes of the
discussions that will take place over the following two days will be reflected in a GRL2020
Workshop Report which will be published after the event. This Report will set out a long-term
agenda to progressively move towards Global Digital Libraries developed to sustain the work
of researchers and to speed up new advances in knowledge and the transfer of this knowledge.
The post-event report from GRL2020 Europe is also available for participants.
Finally, we would also like to take this opportunity to express our sincere gratitude to Nick
Ferguson and the staff of Trust-IT Services Ltd. for their dedicated work to make this GRL 2020
Asia possible.
We hope that this workshop will continue the drive for a consolidated effort to achieve a
long term agenda on Global Digital Libraries for the future. We trust that your participation to
GRL2020 Asia and stay in Taipei is both productive and enjoyable.
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